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2 Ports-to-Plains Trade Corridor by Harold D. Hunt 
The 1,229-mile Ports-to-Plains highway project would give small West 

'1 7 Texas communities something they need - a major transportation 

artery - and give NAFTA traffic an alternate north-south route.  

4 Environmental Banking by Mark G. Dotzour and Sunshine Manning 

There's no drive-through window, but developers of ecologically 

sensitive properties may find environmental banking convenient 

nonetheless.  

page 4 7 Let's Talk About the "R" Word by Mark G. Dotzour 
Recession is a scary concept. A better understanding of the role 

recession plays in the capitalist business cycle can ease anxiety when 

the "R" word becomes the topic of conversation.  

9 Population Odyssey: 2040 by Steve H. Murdock 
Whether the Texas population grows fast or even faster between now and 

2040, one thing is sure: the state's age, sex and race-ethnicity makeup will 

change.  

10 Brownsville by Harold D. Hunt 

Long-standing business ties with Mexico, a strong government employ

ment base and solid industrial and transportation infrastructure have 

Brownsville sitting pretty, ready for growth in the global economy.  

page 14 14 The Treasure in Trees by Robert Burns 

Trees are surely the most aesthetically pleasing cost-saving feature a 

city could invest in. Here's how greenery saves greenbacks.  

17 Insurance at a Premium by Mark G. Dotzour and Ellissa Bravenec 

Higher premiums with less coverage are leaving many Texans feeling 

a bit uneasy about their homeowners insurance policies. But there's 

- more to the story than the rise in mold damage claims.  

)a-C 2 Fed Rate vs. Mortgage Rates: The Untold Story 
by Mark G. Dotzour 

When clients ask why Greenspan's interest rate reductions don't make 

mortgage rates go down, say it's a good question, and then impress 

them with this "big picture" explanation.  

22 Goodbye Estate Tax, Hello Capital Gains by Jerrold J. Stern 
The estate tax repeal mandated by the Economic Growth and Tax 

Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 comes in a "good news-bad news" 

page 23 format.  

23 Letter of the Law by fudon Fambrough 

Scrutinizing royalty payments ... Peek-before-you-pay maintenance fees .. .  

Foreclosure facts and fictions 

The spirit of spring beckons on a quiet 
Hill Country road in Gillespie County.  
Photographer Laurence Parent 
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By Jack C. Harris

One reason for Texas' vibrant housing market is its 
mobile population. Not surprisingly, real estate 
professionals are interested in knowing how often 

people move, because the more often people move, the more 
they need the services of residential brokers and salespersons.  

That big consumer poll called the U.S. Census does not 
directly address this question, but it does collect information 
that gets close to the issue. Specifically, the long version of the 
questionnaire asks people when they moved into their current 
homes. Those data reveal how long it has peen since the 
resident moved.  

The typical Texan has lived in one place for less time than 
the typical American household. Data from the 2000 Census 
indicate that the median length of time a Texas homeowner 
lived in a home was eight years and five months, compared 
with nine years and six months for U.S. residents as a whole.  

Homeowners 

When Household Moved Percentage of All Homeowners 
to Current Home Texas United States 

2000 4.2 3.6 
1995-1999 34.8 32.1 
1990-1994 18.9 17.8 
1980-1989 18.8 19.8 
1970-1979 12.3 13.1 
Before 1970 10.9 13.5 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Renters 

When Household Moved Percentage of All Renters 
to Current Unit Texas United States 

2000 25.4 20.1 
1995--1999 r..94z;, 57.6 

199"0=1994 9.0' 3 11.1 
1980-1989 4.5 7.1 
1970-1979 1.1 2.6 
Before 1970 0.6 1.6 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 

For renters, the difference is not as great. The median length 
of time Texas renters have spent in a unit is two years and 
seven months; for the U.S., the median is three years and one 
month. Note the significant difference between homeowners 
and renters.  

More than 4 percent of all Texas homeowners moved in 
2000, the year the census was taken, and more than one-third 
had moved since 1995. More than one-quarter of all Texas 
renters had moved within the year.  

The tables give a clearer picture of how long homeowners 
and renters alike are "staying put." These percentages are based 
on data from the 2000 Census of Population and Housing. 4 

Dr. Harris (j-harris@tamu.edu) is a research economist with the Real Estate 
Center at Texas A&M University.
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ny real estate professional who has been around the 

block a few times knows that the humorous saying "You 

can't get there from here" is only partly a joke. A piece 

of real estate without access to good highways can be a dead 

end.  

So it is not surprising that more than 60 West Texas cities, 
counties, organizations and businesses have formed a coalition in 

support of a proposed highway project known as the Ports-to

Plains Trade Corridor, which would connect Laredo, Texas, to 

Denver, Colorado. The 1,229-mile project would upgrade exist

ing two-lane highways to divided four-lane highways. The com

pleted highway would be the only major north-south route west 

of I-35. It would span the entire state of Texas and offer many 

small West Texas communities something they now lack: a major 

transportation route.  

Most of the economic activity in Texas is concentrated in and 

around the state's major cities: Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, Aus

tin and San Antonio. These five metropolitan areas generate about 

two-thirds of the state's employment and income. Almost 70 

2

percent of the state's population growth from 1990 to 2000 oc

curred within these areas as well.  

Much of West Texas has not been nearly as prosperous. Many 

communities west of I-35 are small, with agriculture-related major 

employment, and incomes below the state average. Population is 

declining in these regions, prompting city officials to seek eco

nomic opportunities to create new jobs and prevent further 

outmigration.  

Proponents maintain that the Ports-to-Plains project would do 

just that and, in addition to enhancing economic development, 
would improve highway safety and provide an alternative path 

for North American Free Trade Act (NAFTA) truck traffic head

ing north from border crossings at Laredo, Eagle Pass and Del Rio.  

Ports-to-Plains, they say, may well be one of the best long-term 

economic development tools available to cities along its route.  

The Ports-to-Plains corridor was designated one of 43 "high 

priority corridors" in the National Highway System, which is 

Tierra Grande
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made up of a small percentage of roads nationwide that are im

portant to the nation's economy, defense and mobility. The desig

nation, made through the Transportation Equity Act for the 21" 

Century (TEA-21) in 1998, made the project eligible for federal 

funding.  
The Ports-to-Plains corridor also has been designated part of 

the Texas Highway Trunk System, a 10,500-mile network of im

portant secondary highways throughout the state. The system 

was established in 1988 to improve rural 

highway mobility by identifying key cor
ridors that alternate between two and 

four lanes and upgrading them to four- s 
lane divided highways. The Texas Depart

ment of Transportation (TxDOT) has al

ready committed $134 million to in- IrO 
crease the amount of four-lane divided 

highway along the Ports-to-Plains Trade w~ r 

Corridor.  

About 52 percent (430 miles) of the 830 

total miles in the Texas portion of the C 
Ports-to-Plains highway are two-lane 

roadways. Current forecasts for comple

tion of the entire corridor range from ten 

to 20 years, depending on funding avail

ability. Estimated cost for the project is 

$1.2 billion for the Texas section and $2 
billion overall.  

tudies have shown that most NAFTA truck traffic originat

ing from Texas border crossings is destined for the North

eastern United States. Although current truck traffic 

patterns do not necessarily support the Ports-to-Plains Trade Cor

ridor, several factors could boost its desirability as a relief route 

over the next 20 years.  

For example, the magnitude of U.S.-Mexico trade 

growth could conceivably overwhelm the state's 

existing interstate highway infrastruc

ture. According to the U.S. Department 

of Commerce, total trade between the 

two countries grew more than 15 per

cent per year from 1993 to 2000. When 
the lower figures for 2001 are included, 

trade growth still neared 10 percent annually.  

A 10 percent annual increase in trade would translate into 

almost seven times the current trade level by 2021. Although 

truck traffic may not increase proportionally because of shifts to 

other modes of transportation, a tripling or quadrupling of truck 

traffic over this period is not an unreasonable assumption. Con

gestion of the state's primary trade corridors could become intol

erable at some point.  

In addition, although new air quality standards are being imple

mented in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex and Houston, even 

stricter standards may be necessary during the next 20 years.  

Stricter air quality standards could conceivably limit pollution 

volume generated by trucks, causing some portion of the truck 

traffic passing through metro areas to consider more rural routes.  

Even if there is no problem with traffic congestion and air 

pollution in the state's metro areas during the next two decades, 
developing the Ports-to-Plains Trade Corridor may still be worth

while. A north-south highway would greatly facilitate regional 

distribution of goods throughout West Texas. The ability to trans

April 2002

port agricultural products within and outside the state would be 

improved as well.  

The Ports-to-Plains highway also could provide an attractive 

alternative for recreational traffic. Winter Texans migrating from 

northern states to South Texas may find it appealing to avoid the 

metro areas. Texas captures about 12 percent of the winter visi

tor market. Spending by this group is estimated to be about $1 

billion annually in Texas alone.

igh out West Texas and 
Zon of U, S,-Mexico ruc 
congestion are just two 
ilp te ieeitoth 

Finally, statistics have shown that highway safety is markedly 

improved when roadways are upgraded and widened. Twice as 

many accidents are recorded on nonurban two-lane highways 

compared with the same number of miles traveled on interstates 

or four-lane divided highways in Texas.  

ompeting for limited highway funds may prove to be the 

biggest hurdle for the Ports-to-Plains project. Although 

the project did qualify for TEA-21 funds in 1998, it must 
be included in a reauthorization of the legislation by Sept. 30, 
2003, to continue being considered for federal funds. Further

more, a portion of the Ports-to-Plains route that was not origi

nally designated part of the Texas Highway Trunk System must 

be promoted for acceptance into the system to increase the fund

ing from that source. The passage of Proposition 15 in last 

November's statewide election may provide the project with a 

new source of funds (see "Highways and Buy-Ways" in Tierra 

Grande Vol. 8, No. 4).  
Another challenge will be limiting increases in traffic in the 

downtown areas of smaller cities along the route. Eight cities 

along the corridor Stratford, Dumas, Lamesa, Big Spring, Ster

ling City, San Angelo, Eldorado and Sonora - will require "re

liever routes" or bypasses to avoid congesting their central busi

ness districts. The total cost to construct these reliever routes is 

about $280 million.  
The road is long and winding, to be sure, but coalition mem

bers feel the outcome will be worth the effort, and the Ports-to

Plains highway will prove a long-term benefit to the many West 

Texas communities it will serve. 4 

Dr. Hunt (hhunt@recenter.tamu.edu) is an assistant research scientist with the 

Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University.
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By Mark G. Dotzour and Sunshine Manning 

Conflicts between developers and environmentalists have resulted in a few 
epic battles during the past half century (remember the spotted owl?).  

But a relatively new concept called environmental banking offers 
a compromise that both sides can embrace.
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TO COMPENSATE FOR CRITICAL HABITAT lost 

because of development, developers can 
purchase credits in an environmental bank 

within the affected watershed.
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Since environmental protection legislation was initiated 
in the early 1970s, developers wanting to build in 
environmentally sensitive areas such as watersheds, 

wetlands or habitats of threatened species on public or private 

lands have faced a mountain of federal regulations governing 

permitting and approval procedures. The law requires that they 

recreate the destroyed ecosystems or habitat on the same 

parcel as the development. This process, called onsite mitiga

tion, can delay construction from two to seven years and drives 

up overall project costs significantly.  

Any development that adversely impacts a critical habitat or 

protected species must be approved by local, state and federal 

authorities including the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and, in 

some cases, the Department of the Army, Environmental 

Protection Agency, Natural Resources Conservation Service, 
Fish and Wildlife Service, National Marine Fisheries Service 
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.  

The Corps of Engineers determines the ratio at which habitat 

must be recreated. This acreage ratio is always greater than 

one-to-one, producing a "net gain" of critical habitat and 

threatened species. It is often five-to-one but may be even 

higher.  
Now developers have a second option. They can purchase 

"credits" in a nearby environmental bank.  

Enter Environmental Banking 
An environmental bank is an area of publicly or privately 

owned land permanently reserved for the protection of a 

critical habitat, an area supporting plant and animal species 

with special ecological importance. Environmental banks are 

sometimes referred to as mitigation banks and are categorized 

by types, such as wetland, upland and species banks. The 

critical habitats that make up an environmental bank are 

April 2002

restored, created, enhanced or preserved to make up for other 

habitats lost to development.  

Developers buy credits at any environmental bank within 

the same watershed as their planned developments. Typically, 
one credit is equal to one acre of restored critical habitat, but 

sometimes credits equal a specified number of members of a 

threatened species. Once the credit has been paid for, the 

developer is released from all permit responsibilities and can 

proceed immediately with the project.  

Municipalities, landowners or investors can create environ

mental banks by buying a suitable tract of land, improving the 
land to make the desired environment for plants and wildlife 

and then selling credits on the open market to developers who 

need to compensate for habitat, species or both lost during 

development projects in that region. Some environmental 

banks are public, nonprofit banks, that support government 

agencies, including the Department of Transportation, which 

must compensate for habitat lost because of highway construc

tion. Others are for-profit ventures.  

Evolution of Environmental Banking 
environmental degradation in the wake of the post-World 

War II development and population boom led to a host 

of federal environmental and land-use regulations. The 

Clean Water Act (CWA; 1972) mandates that any unavoidable 

damage to wetlands and aquatic resources be mitigated - that 

is, compensated for. The Endangered Species Act (ESA; 1973 ) 
prohibits the "taking" of any listed species, whether by 

destroying the ecosystem on which the species relies or by 

destroying the plants or animals directly. These laws apply to 

public and private lands and therefore affect residential, 
commercial and industrial development, highway improve
ment and other public projects such as shoreline erosion control.  

5
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THE LARGE, CONTIGUOUS ECOSYSTEMS of most environmental b.  
produce higher success rates in preserving sensitive species and habi 
isolated ecosystems resulting from onsite mitigation.  

Shortly after the adoption of the CWA and the ESA, many 

developers deemed regulatory measures unrealistic in light of 

pressing development trends. Subsequent legislation was more 

accommodating to development. For example, in 1982, 
Congress passed an amended ESA to allow for the "incidental 

taking" of listed species.  

Environmental banks are a byproduct of environmental 

protection legislation. Forty-six environmental banks were 

created in 1993; by spring of 2000, more than 400 such banks 

existed nationally. The Institute for Water Resources estimates 

that one half of these banks were created as private, for-profit

endeavors. Federal agencies formally 

endorsed the concept of entrepreneurial 
environmental banking in the 1990s, 
prompting the increase in the number of 

environmental banks created.  

Win-Win Situation To compensate for critical habitat 

lost because of development, 
developers can create their own 

environmental banks using land they 
purchase or already own within the 

affected watershed. This entails hiring 

environmental consultants to design the 
habitat and then acquiring necessary 

approvals from local, state and federal 

agencies.  

With the required permits in hand, 
work begins on creation or restoration of 

the habitat, including moving earth and 

planting native vegetation. Once the area 

is functioning as a viable habitat, final 

approval for sale of credits is sought.  

Ultimately, onsite mitigation helps 

anks tend to minimize the destruction of critical 
tat than the habitats but creates smaller, isolated 

ecosystems that have lower success rates 
than the larger, contiguous ecosystems of most environmental 

banks. Consequently, environmental banks may more effec

tively maintain a region's environmental integrity.  
Environmental banks create profit opportunities, while 

allowing environmental experts to oversee the protection and 

preservation of threatened habitats and species. In short, 
environmental banking enables the private sector to become 

the economic beneficiary of environmental stewardship. 4 

Dr. Dotzour (dotzour@tamu.edu) is chief economist and Manning 
(sunshine manning@hotmail. com) a graduate research assistant with the 
Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University.
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fter a historic ten-year economic expansion, the "R 
word" (recession) is being spoken in polite company.  

Listening to national media, one might get the idea 

that the recessionary economy could be "the end of life as we 

know it." Younger workers who graduated from college and 

entered the workforce after 1991 have never experienced a 

recession. Consequently, they have not experienced the 

trepidation of working in a slowing economy.  

But exactly what is a recession? A recession is a fundamental 

part of the capitalist business cycle. Precisely defined, a 

recession occurs when the U.S. economy encounters two 

consecutive quarters of declining economic output - what 

crusty economists call Gross Domestic Product. The National 

Bureau of Economic Research is the official scorekeeper for the

economy. They recently made the 
call that the current recession 

began in March 2001.  
How long does a recession 

usually last? Since the end of 

World War II, there have been six 

recessions. The average recession 
during this period lasted 11 
months. The shortest was six 

months (January through June 
1980), and the longest lasted 16 
months (November 1973 through 

March 1975).  
Joseph Schumpeter, a noted 

economist, possessed keen insight 

into business cycles and the 

consequences of recessions and 

expansions. Born in Czechoslova

kia in 1883, he studied in Vienna 
and taught at the University of 

Bonn. He left Germany in 1932 to 
take a position at Harvard where 

he remained until his death in 
1950.

Schumpeter's wisdom remains pertinent today, particularly 

for those struggling to find the silver lining in a grim economic 
skyscape. This series of Schumpeter quotations helps keep 
today's news in proper context.  

"The fundamental impulse that sets and keeps 
the capitalist engine in motion comes from the 
new consumers' goods, the new methods of 
production or transportation, the new markets, 
the new forms of industrial organization that 
capitalist enterprise creates." 

April 2002
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The U.S. economy has just completed a decade of incredible 

innovation. Faster computers, wireless telephones, fiber-optic 

cable and the Internet have spawned a myriad of new business 

opportunities. New trade relationships with Mexico, China and 

other parts of the world have changed the map of American 
business.  

"[Capitalism is] the perennial gale of creative 
destruction." 

Business people throughout the world have some variation of 

this thought in the back of their minds every day. When they go 
to work, they are trying to win business away from their 

competitors and keep their competitors from taking business 

away from them.

"... economic life is in a process of incessant 
internal change" 

Nothing stays the same for long in the world economy. If a 
product or service hasn't kept up with customer expectations, 
the company producing it won't be in business much longer.  

And guess what? If a business comes up with a brilliant new 

product or service that everyone wants and is willing to pay 

for, it won't be long before it has hundreds of competitors 

offering similar products and services.  
Palm Pilot is a good example. The Palm Pilot 1000 was 

introduced in March 1996. To American consumers, this was

7
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just the next step in the amazing technological revolution.  
They flocked to buy the new product. By May 1999, Palm, Inc., 
had achieved a 73 percent market share in the United States 
and 68 percent of the world market. The company looked like 
a true success story in the annals of American business 
innovation.  

But the competition was not far behind. In November 1998, 
Handspring secured venture capital funding to bring their 
offering, the Visor, to market. By December of 1999, Hand
spring had sold their one millionth Visor.  Buoyed by hopes of unlimited growth, Palm began trading 

on the NASDAQ in March 2000 with its price quickly 
rising to $80 per share. In March, Handspring announced 

its initial stock offering Its shares soon rose to over $80 per
share as well. As com 
the Palm Pilot and th 

of the firms.  

Handspring lost im 

2001 and is likely to 
mance in 2002. Its sto 
under $100 in Octobe 
$5.60 in January 2002 
Inc., the innovator th 

brought the 
concept to market, 
has had a similar 

experience. After 
making a small 
profit in early 
2001, the company 
lost money the rest 

of the year and is 
likely to continue 

losing money in 
2002. Its stock has 
fallen from a high

petition increased, the prices for both 

e Visor fell. So did the profitability 

ney in every quarter of 

repeat that perfor 
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of $70 to $4.07 in 
2002. These two companies are learning firsthand the lessons of 

competing in the perennial gale of creative destruction.  

"Those revolutions are not strictly incessant; 
they occur in discrete rushes which are sepa
rated from each other by spans of comparative 
quiet.... Times of innovation ... are times of 
effort and sacrifice, of work for the future, while 
the harvest comes after.... The harvest is gath
ered under recessive symptoms and with more 
anxiety than rejoicing...." 

During the past ten years, the U.S. economy has experienced 

a "discrete rush" of innovation and economic expansion riding 

the wave of technological advances. Americans have been 

reaping the benefits of incredible levels of innovation affecting 
many areas of our lives.  

An impressive amount of money has been invested in many 

sectors of American business in the past decade. As a nation, we 

have bought a lot of houses, cars, computers and cell phones.  

[During] recession ... much dead wood disappears.  

Three categories of businesses were in operation over the 

past ten years. The first tier was made up of the most innova

tive and best-managed firms. They did well during the 

8

expansion and will survive the slowdown, emerging bigger and 
stronger.  

Second-tier businesses were less innovative, less well
managed or both. Most of these firms also will survive and be 
viable players in the next round of the economy.  

Third-tier firms were those that did not innovate, were 
poorly managed or both. While they were able to survive when 
the economy was white hot, they are the most likely to fall by 
the wayside during the recession. These firms are the "dead 
wood" that Schumpeter refers to. As sales growth falls, these 
firms will be under intense pressure to meet their financial 

obligations.

ha 

overca 
modest lev 

However, ke

More bank

ruptcies and 

business consoli

dations will 

occur this year.  

Tech firms, 
especially 
telecom busi

nesses, are 
particularly at 
risk. Some of 
these firms have 

borrowed too 

much money and 

ve substantial 

pacity for today's 
els of demand.  

ep this in mind. For
every news story on a high-profile 

bankruptcy, there is a second, often untold, 
story of another firm buying those assets for 

pennies on the dollar. That firm will likely make 
money with those assets and may become a major 

employer.  

"Most new firms are founded with an idea and for 
a definite purpose. The life goes out of them 
when that idea or purpose has been fulfilled or 
has become obsolete, or even if, without having 
become obsolete, it has ceased to be new. That is 
the fundamental reason why firms do not exist 
forever." 

chumpeter offers both a clear warning and encourage

ment for all businesses. To survive in the global capitalist 

world, all firms must continue to innovate, to serve their 

customers better and cheaper and save them time. Customers 
must believe that businesses are providing them with not just 

the cutting edge, but with the "bleeding edge" of service. Any 
business seen as "no longer new" is on its way to becoming 

dead wood in the marketplace.  

The challenge of keeping business new can be both exhilarat

ing and alarming. But successful businesspeople have been 

rising to the occasion for centuries.  

The first goal in an economic slowdown is survival. The 

second goal is to gain market share from the competition. So 

strap on your armor, and march into the arena. + 

Dr. Dotzour (dotzour@tamu.edu) is chief economist with the Real Estate 

Center at Texas A&M University.
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ny way you look it, Texas 

population growth between 

now and 2040 will have 

dramatic consequences for 

the state's real estate industry. Recent 

population projections from the Texas 

State Data Center at Texas A&M 

University suggest that millions of new 

households will need homes. Just how 

many is somewhat uncertain, and the 

data center has several alternative 

scenarios to explain the uncertainty. But 

whether the rapid-growth or the slower

and-most-likely scenario unfolds, 
sweeping changes are ahead in the 

number, age, sex and race-ethnicity of 

future Texans.  

The rapid-growth scenario assumes 

that current migration rates will con

tinue through 2040. If that happens, the 

state's population will jump from more 
than 20.8 million in 2000 to nearly 50.6 
million in 40 years. That is a four-decade 

increase of 142.6 percent or 29.7 million 
more Texans. All will require housing.  

There is evidence to suggest Texas will 

not follow the rapid-growth scenario. But 

even a slower growth rate of nearly 68 

percent will be sufficient to increase the 

state's population to some 35 million in 

four decades. Housing those additional 

14.2 million new residents will be a 

substantial challenge to the state's real 

estate leaders.  

April 2002

Not only will there be more Texans by 

2040, they will be older and decidedly 
more non-Anglo. Under either scenario, 
the percentage of Texas' population 65 or 

older will increase to more than 16 percent 

of the total. It was 9.9 percent in 2000.  

No matter which scenario occurs, non

Anglo Texans will become the majority 

by 2006. By 2040, between 24 and 33 
percent of the Texas population will be 

Anglo, 8 to 9 percent African American, 
52 to 59 percent Hispanic and 6 to 9 

percent of other ethnic backgrounds.  

Hispanics will become the majority in 
Texas sometime between 2026 and 2035, 
depending on which scenario plays out.  

The first date assumes the high-growth 

scenario. Of the total net population 

change in Texas from 2000 through 2040, 
more than 96 percent is expected to 

come from non-Anglo groups.  underr either scenario, the 

percentage of Hispanics 65 

and older is expected to be 
less than half that of Anglos 

that age. The rapid-growth scenario 

estimates 26 percent of Anglos will be 65 

and older while only 9.9 percent of 
Hispanics will be that old.  

Households buy homes. Thus, the 

housing market appears to have substan

tial demand ahead. Under the rapid

growth scenario, Texas households will 

increase from 7.4 million in 2000 to 19.4

million by 2040. The slower-growth 
scenario puts the number of households 

at 13.6 million by 2040.  
Whether the number of Texas house

holds increases by 84 percent or 162 

percent, substantially more housing is 

going to be needed in the decades to come.  

By 2040, as many as 28 percent of all 

households could have a member who is 

65 or older. In 2000, only 18 percent had 
someone that old. Some 29 to 38 percent 

of all Texas households could have an 

Anglo householder in 2040 while 9 to 11 
percent could have an African-American 

householder and 45 to 53 percent a 

Hispanic householder. Another 6 to 9 

percent may have a householder from 

another racial or ethnic group.  

The demand for future Texas housing 

seems assured whether faster or slower 

growth rates prove accurate. Not only 

will there be millions more people and 

households, but older and non-Anglo 

Texans will play an increasingly impor

tant role in the changing housing market.  

The key to success in the future may be 

in the hands of those who learn how best 

to serve these emerging markets. 4 

Dr. Murdock (smurdock@tamu.edu) is a research 

fellow with the Real Estate Center and chief 

demographer of the Texas State Data Center, 
Department of Rural Sociology, at Texas A&M 

University.
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love the Rio Grande Valley because it's so close to the 

United States," Brownsville area real estate developer 

Bill Hudson says. That tongue-in-cheek quote fairly 

accurately describes how Brownsville residents view their 

region of Texas. The City of Brownsville is an essential element 

of the Rio Grande Valley, a cultural transition zone where 

Spanish is spoken as often as English and historical links with 

Mexico remain strong.  

But Brownsville also is looking to the future. Public and 

private entities alike are implementing a host of forward

thinking developments and innovative programs that should 

position Brownsville to benefit substantially from America's 

economic strength in the years to come.  

A Strong Hispanic Bond 
Spanish settlers first located south of Brownsville across the 

Rio Grande, establishing the town of Matamoros in 1765.  

Brownsville's beginning dates to the 1840s. Residents then were 

primarily Spanish, French and American merchants who had 
first located in Matamoros, families with Spanish land grants 

and former U.S. soldiers who had once been stationed in the 

local area.  

Over time, American settlers and soldiers began to adopt 

Spanish customs and culture as they participated in the social, 
civil, business and military affairs of the community. To this 
day, there exists a strong bond between the Hispanic and Anglo 

cultures in Brownsville. Children's soccer teams are made up of 

10

Anglo and Hispanic kids from both Matamoros and 

Brownsville. Matamoros residents do much of their retail 

shopping in Brownsville stores. For most of the 140,000 

Brownsville and 700,000 Matamoros area locals, the three 
international bridges are viewed as ways to cross a river 

nothing more.  

Affordable Housing Challenge 
Providing adequate, affordable housing is one of Browns

ville's highest priorities. A 1998 study by the Texas comp

troller's office determined that housing was affordable to just 

one in three residents along the Texas-Mexico border.  

In the past ten years, Brownsville's population has increased 

more than 40 percent, about twice the state average. This rapid 

population growth has made it difficult to satisfy housing 

demand and has often fueled the growth of colonias, unincorpo

rated neighborhoods that are not required to follow city 

building codes and restrictions. However, lenders, home

builders and prospective homeowners in the area have become 

resourceful in developing traditional housing options.  

The Community Development Corporation of Brownsville 
(CDCB), a nonprofit organization founded in 1974, provides 

affordable housing to qualifying low-income families. Through 

the innovative use of below-market financing, quality construc

tion and efficient home designs, CDCB provides safe, sanitary, 
affordable housing to persons earning as little as $8,000 per 

year. The organization's goal is to hand homeowners a set of 

Tierra Grande
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initial interviews.  

CDCB's staff of 36 finances, coordinates, 

supervises and guarantees new housing and 

rehabilitation construction. After an initial

interview, CDCB determines which of nine 

programs will best help an individual buy a home. CDCB has 

constructed about 300 homes per year for the past five years 

and provided financing for about 60 per year. The default rate 

on CDCB loans is less than 1 percent.  

omebuilding is a thriving enterprise in Brownsville 
with an average of 110 new homes built each month.  

substantial amount of housing in the $50,000 to 

$70,000 range is under construction. Several homebuilders, 
including El Valle Homes, Armadillo Homes and Obra Homes, 
are building new single-family models in this category. Financ

ing is either traditional or owner-financed by the builder.  

Models at the lower end of the price range are typically 950

square-foot brick homes with three bedrooms, one bath, air 

conditioning, a carport, carpet and tile floors.  

Paseo de la Resaca, a 1,000-acre master-planned community 

in the center of Brownsville, is selling about 150 single-family 

homes per year. The development will have about 2,000 single

family residences, 2,000 apartments and two million square 

feet of commercial and public buildings when completely built 

out. About 45 percent of the single-family housing will be in 

the $60,000 to $90,000 range.  

April 2002

Hudson teamed up with The Woodlands Chief Planner 

Richard Browne in 1993 to create Paseo de la Resaca. More 

than 1.3 million cubic yards of soil were excavated to construct 

resacas or canals through the heart of the development. The 
canals have increased storm drainage capacity and provided 

soil to raise the elevation of the surrounding property, thereby 

reducing the risk of home flooding. The canals and adjoining 

waterfront lots also have added visual appeal to the develop

ment.  

About 100 acres of public park land is being developed along 

the canals. Paseo de la Resaca residents enter the parks through 

private gates. Landscape development standards and home

owner association dues have been put in place to maintain 

long-term property values in the development.  

Education -- A Major Issue 
As is the case in much of the border region, providing 

adequate educational and workforce development programs 

has proved a challenge for Brownsville. More than 40,000 of 

Brownsville's 140,000 residents, about 30 percent of the 

population, are in grades kindergarten through 12. The Texas 
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Education Agency (TEA) reports that about 90 percent of 
Brownsville ISD students are considered economically disad
vantaged, compared with about 50 percent for Texas overall.  

tudies have shown that increasing the level of educa
tional attainment benefits communities through higher 
wages, higher real estate values and more rapid employ

ment growth. Raising educational attainment is a major issue, 
and the city is making progress. In 2001, the TEA awarded eight 
of Brownsville's 44 schools the state's highest rating of "exem
plary." To receive an exemplary rating, all students must score 
90 percent or better on each area of the Texas Assessment of

[

shipping. This should in turn increase demand for industrial 
real estate in the area.  

An ongoing project to relocate the railroad switching yard 
from the downtown area to far northwest Brownsville should 
be completed within 18 months. In the distant future, there 
will be a need for a new railroad bridge to relocate all rail 
traffic out of downtown Brownsville and Matamoros. Locations 
both east and west of town are being investigated.  

The East Loop project will eventually divert truck traffic 
crossing the Veteran's International Bridge and destined for the 
airport or the Port of Brownsville off of eastern downtown's

$

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT BROWNSVILLE (above) and Texas Southmost 
College have partnered to establish innovative workforce training and continuing 
education programs aimed at equipping adults with marketable job skills.

Academic Skills (TAAS) test and must have a dropout rate of 1 
percent or less. The school also must have a 94 percent or 
higher attendance rate.  

The University of Texas at Brownsville (UTB) has partnered 
with Texas Southmost College (TSC) since 1991 to offer 
certificate, associate, bachelor's and master's degrees in liberal 
arts, sciences and professional programs. UTB/TSC has estab
lished an innovative workforce training and continuing 
education department that offers a variety of programs for 
adults with varied educational backgrounds. Programs include 
retraining for displaced workers, high school equivalency test 
preparation, truck driver training, hospitality service training, 
computer instruction, medical field training and courses in 
criminal justice.  

Planes, Trains, Cars, Trucks, Ships 
Infrastructure improvements to enhance the city's function

ality, attractiveness and future real estate development are in 
the works. Improvements include extending the city's airport 
runway from 7,400 feet to 10,000 feet, enabling it to handle 
virtually all wide-body, international aircraft.  

While Harlingen has captured the bulk of passenger and air 
parcel traffic because of its central location in the Valley, 
Brownsville-South Padre Island International is the airport of 
choice for heavy air cargo. The runway extension, combined 
with proximity to the Port of Brownsville and the new 
Veteran's International Bridge into Mexico, should make the 
Brownsville airport increasingly attractive for heavy air cargo 
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arterial streets. Construction could start 
within the next 18 months on the portion of 
this roadway extending east of the bridge.  
When completed, the East Loop should 
substantially improve the quality of the 
affected residential environments, reduce 
driving time for truckers and enhance indus
trial real estate development along the route.  

Beginning in 2003, U.S. 77/83, the city's 
main north-south artery leading directly to the 
new Veteran's International Bridge, is sched
uled to be widened from four to six lanes. The 
project will take three to four years to com
plete. This highway is already a vital transpor
tation corridor, providing trucks clearing the 
bridge a nonstop northward route out of the 
Rio Grande Valley. Several intersections 
connecting the highway will be redesigned to 
relieve congestion and improve access to 
businesses along secondary arterial streets.  

Part of the Port of Brownsville's ship channel 
will be deepened from 42 feet to 55 feet under
current plans, along with the addition of 

200,000 square feet of warehouse space and a heavy-lift crane 
system. Long-range plans include construction of a container 
terminal at the mouth of the channel.  

Economy Remains Resilient 
Brownsville's economy, like the nation's, has suffered major 

setbacks in recent months. The Sept. 11 terrorist attacks 
resulted in heightening of security at international ports of 
entry, hampering all local commerce tied to Brownsville's 
bridge traffic. Four days after the attacks, four loaded barges 
crashed into the Queen Isabella Causeway, causing the only 
bridge to South Padre Island to partially collapse. This signifi
cantly reduced tourism in the region for several months.  

Roughly two weeks after the causeway collapse, the U.S.  
Department of State's new requirement that Mexicans possess 
LaserVisa identification cards for cross-border travel into the 
United States went into effect. Although the Oct. 1 deadline 
had been announced well in advance, few Mexicans had 
obtained the cards. These extraordinary events, coupled with 
the ongoing U.S. recession, resulted in a 40 percent decrease in 
the city's international bridge traffic and a sharp decline in the 

city's retail sales.  

Brownsville's economy proved to be amazingly resilient 
throughout this turbulent period, largely because of stabilizing 
factors that buffer the city from the full impact of such crises.  

First, Brownsville has a high proportion of government 

employment. According to the Texas Workforce Commission, 
government jobs represent about 23 percent of the total 

Tierra Grande



workforce in the Brownsville Metropolitan Statistical Area 

(MSA) compared with about 17 percent for the state overall.  

Salaries (including benefits) paid by federal entities such as U.S.  

Border Patrol, U.S. Customs and U.S. Immigration are more 

than two-and-one-half times the average border worker's 

earnings, according to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.  

Second, the stability and strength of the Mexican peso 

continues to sustain Mexico's 

demand for U.S. products. An 

increasing number of LaserVisa 

approvals, combined with im

provements in border crossing Brow nsvil 
efficiency since the September 

slowdown, have allowed Mexican . t 
shoppers to again frequent aC1litieS 
Brownsville retail establishments.  

Third, Brownsville has devel- Texans a 
oped a strong base of medical 

facilities that cater to local 

residents, retirees, wealthy Mexican 
Mexican nationals and winter 

Texans, who migrate from north- the con 
ern states to the Rio Grande Valley 

during the winter months. Medical 

and health care sector employment 

tends to be more stable and higher 

paying than the average border employment.  

Finally, the Port of Brownsville has become the port of 

choice for Monterey, Mexico. Mexican industrial activity is a 

key economic driver for the Brownsville economy, and 

Mexico's heavy manufacturing core is based in Monterey.  

Compared with the Port of Brownsville, Mexican ports along 

the Gulf of Mexico such as Tampico or Veracruz are too 

shallow, too small or too distant for Monterey's shipping 

needs.  

Brownsville's Sunny Outlook 
The long-term outlook for Brownsville's economy is 

good. Retail development in Brownsville was 

spurred two years ago when Sunrise Mall expanded 

to more than one million square feet. The mall expansion 
caught the attention of many national chains, which now 

view the city's demographics and level of spending by 

outsiders attractive enough to justify development.  

The city's proximity to maquiladora plants in 

Matamoros, as well as its access to all forms of freight 

transportation, should make Brownsville increasingly 

attractive to U.S. industry as well. As the national 

economy begins to recover, Brownsville should benefit 

from American companies looking to add new, lower-cost 

capacity to their operations by locating in the Matamoros 

area. t 
U.S. companies are finding it increasingly advantageous 

to establish light manufacturing or assembly operations in 

Mexico while keeping warehouse and distribution facilities in 

the United States. This allows them to have raw materials or 

components warehoused at the border to supply their Mexican 

facilities on short notice and finished goods on the U.S. side 

ready to be distributed just-in-time anywhere in the country.  

According to industrial Realtor David Allex, partner in Allex 

& Associates International, Brownsville has about ten million 

square feet of manufacturing and warehouse-distribution space 

April 2002

while Matamoros has about 25 million square feet of manufac

turing space. Within the past two years, about 600,000 square 

feet of new manufacturing space was constructed in Matamoros.  

About 250,000 square feet of warehouse-distribution space was 

built in Brownsville during the same time. Industrial space 

occupancy rates in Brownsville and Matamoros ranged from 90 

to 95 percent during 2001.

le's medical 

draw winter 

nd wealthy, 

nationals to 

Zmunity.

To simplify the process for 

American companies seeking to 

locate operations across the 

border, a consortium of profes

sionals under the direction of 

Ricardo Solis Baker is creating a 

one-stop information shop in 

Matamoros. Mexican architects, 
appraisers, computer and Internet 

specialists, lawyers, accountants, 
builders and marketing reps will 
work independently but in one 

location to provide information 

about permitting, government 

incentives, tax implications, 
obtaining clear title or any other 

issue involved in setting up a 

business in Mexico.  

Companies also are finding it

increasingly attractive to take advantage of lower Mexican 

labor costs without having physical facilities in Mexico.  

NovaLink, a Matamoros "shelter" firm, can provide almost any 

amount of labor and warehouse space for U.S. firms, allowing 

companies to assume less initial risk and start out small.  

Capacity can be increased or decreased over time as needed.  

NovaLink does assembly work or produces a client's products 

BIKERS RELAX along one of the resacas (oxbow lakes) common in 
he Brownsville area.  

based on individual specifications, even adopting the 

company's reporting methods.  

With an increasing supply of young, bilingual labor, a solid 
industrial and transportation infrastructure and close economic 

ties to Mexico, Brownsville has positioned itself well for the 

future. 40 
Dr. Hunt (hhunt@recenter.tamu.edu) is an assistant research scientist with 

the Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University.  
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T o some ears, "urban forestry" sounds contradictory. But over the 
past 30 years, the Texas Forest Service's urban forestry program has 

taken root and spread among the state's largest cities.  

In Texas' larger cities, urban foresters have quietly played a key role in

saving communities money on infrastructure 

and improving quality of life for residents.  
The program began in 1972 with a small 

effort that emphasized genetic improvement 

of trees in north Texas communities. Before 

long, full-time urban foresters were working 

in Houston and Fort Worth.  

Today, in light of growing recognition of 

the value of trees in urban areas, the Forest 

Service also has at least one full-time urban 

forester in Abilene, Amarillo, Austin, Corpus 

Christi, Dallas, El Paso and San Antonio.  

Why have urban foresters? Why worry 

about trees in the city at all? John Giedraitis,

THE TREASURE

N TREES
B Y R O B E R T B U R N S

staff forester and director of the urban forestry program, cites a number of 

compelling reasons: 

" Trees properly used in a landscape can increase property values by as 

much as 20 percent and provide food and shelter for birds and urban 

wildlife.  
e Planted strategically, the right shade trees can reduce building cooling 

costs by as much as 50 percent.  

* Trees reduce the temperature of streets and parking lots by eight to ten 

degrees in the summer, making paved surfaces last longer without 

repairs.  

* Trees improve air quality by trapping dust, absorbing air pollutants such 

as nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide and ozone, and by converting carbon 

monoxide to oxygen.  

e Trees slow the rate that storm water runs off, reducing the size and 

number of concrete drains and other structures needed.  

But savings for cities can be even more dramatic.  

A study sponsored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the 

Houston Green Coalition found that increasing the average tree cover in 

Houston by 30 to 40 percent could provide $3.5 billion savings on storm

water infrastructure and $297 million worth of pollutant removal benefits.  

In 2000, the USDA study estimates Houston's tree canopy removed 83 

million pounds of pollutants 35.4 million tons of which were ozone 

saving the city $208 million. More trees could save the city some of the costs 

of lowering automobile and factory emissions to meet federal and state 

guidelines for air quality.  

Mickey Merritt, a Houston-based urban forester, is further refining savings 

estimates. He expects to show that increasing Houston's tree cover will help 

to improve Houston's air quality problem.  

Houston's population has surged more than 19 percent in the past decade, 
making it the fourth-largest city in the nation. But the loss of trees, bulldozed 

and cleared, has imposed a cost for this rapid development.  

Merritt, manager of the Houston Green Project, along with staff forester 

Jboodka Pitts, are seeking to build Houston's "green infrastructure" through 

cooperation among government, business and civic leaders.  

The project will use digitized satellite imagery and professional field data 

collection, combined with the most sophisticated resource analysis model, to 

study existing tree resources in the Houston area.  

Merritt hopes to accurately describe what trees are doing in Houston to 

reduce air pollutants and to lessen what scientists call the urban "heat island 

CONCRETE AND CONIFERS COEXIST along 1-45 in downtown Houston. The 
Texas Forest Service's urban forestry program promotes trees as "green 
infrastructure" offering multiple money-saving benefits.
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effect," which causes cities to be six to eight degrees hotter than surrounding areas 
during the summer. From there, he hopes Houston Green will detail the numbers, 
locations and costs of trees needed to reduce ground-level ozone and address other 

health, safety and economic issues.  
iedraitis notes that all urban foresters share the same 
goal: to promote planting and caring for trees in parks, 
along streets and in other urban settings. Urban 

foresters in some cities have allies in city arborists and local 

civic groups.  

In practice, the urban forester must adapt to the needs and 

resources of the community to get the job done. In one city, the 

urban forester must contend with too few trees; in another, it's

4~ .  

AA 

ON HOUSTON'S WEST SIDE, urban 
forestry program saplings flourish at the 
Loop 610-U.S. 59 interchange.

a struggle to educate the community to replace maladapted 

species with more appropriate ones. See "Urban Snapshots" for 

a sampling of what some urban foresters are doing.  

Beyond the economic benefits of city forests, trees are valued 

in urban landscapes based on a bottom line that is not mea

sured in dollars, Giedraitis notes.  

"It's because trees are beautiful, and people love them," he 
says.  

More information about Texas urban forestry is available at 

txforestservice.tamu.edu/urbanjforestry/index.html. ' 
Burns (rd-burns@tamu.edu) is an extension communications specialist with 

Texas A&M University Agricultural Communications Department.

EL PASO 
Oscar Mestas spends time working 

and promoting trees that don't hog th 
area's scarce water supplies. In the 
1950s and 1960s, El Paso 
citizens planted thousands of 
fruitless mulberry trees.  
Although the mulberry trees 
were adapted to the area's 
desert-like conditions, many 
residents found they were 
not adapted to the mulberry.  
Every year, thousands suffer 
allergic reactions to 
mulberry pollen. The tree is 
now outlawed in El Paso, and new specie 
are planted as the mulberries die. Even 
remains the city's number two species.  

"When people ask me about tl 
mulberry issue," Mestas said, "I tell therr 
that if there had been some kind of 
urban forestry program in the 1960s, we 
would not have this problem today."

air quality issues
Scott says there are a number of alternatives, including better 

elm varieties, oaks, firs and even low-growing species that 
can be planted under power lines.

urban n roots 
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AMARILLO 
Brian Scott is promoting trees and tree-species diversity in 

an area where trees are not native, and there is no diversity.  
Scott became Amarillo's urban forester only two years ago.  
His first major success, he says, was working with city 
administrators to mail information to every business and 
household about which tree species are adapted to the High 
Plains.  

Years ago, Siberian elms were nearly the only species 
planted. Though the tree uses little water, it is weak-wooded, 
prone to limb breakage from winds and attracts the elm leaf 
beetle that also invades homes.

SAN ANTONIO 
Mark Peterson also is fighting a 

battle against lack of diversity and 
high ozone levels. The problem is too 
much live oak, which is susceptible 
to oak wilt disease. Peterson worked 
with the city and citizen groups to 
establish ordinances that promote 

planting more trees with greater 
species diversity.  

CORPUS CHRISTI 
Erica Harmon, on the job less than a year, 
s her work cut out for her, she says.  
"There's a lot of miseducation going on 

here; tree topping is one example." 
At some time, someone promoted topping 

trees - radically cutting back branches to

stimulate growth - and the idea stuck.  
Trees are routinely topped, though the practice 

weakens branches, makes them more prone to wind 
damage and sometimes even kills trees.  

Another bit of disastrous misinformation was the promotion 
of the Chinese tallow as the city tree. Years ago, a local business 
gave thousands of Chinese tallows away as part of a publicity 
campaign.  

"They meant well, but they were really misinformed. The 
Chinese tallow is considered a weed tree," Harmon said.  

Chinese tallows provide shade and other benefits for about 
ten years. But they are weak-wooded and their growth rapid 
and gnarled. It doesn't take a storm to break limbs, she says 
a good rain will do it.
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The skyrocketing cost 
of insuring a home in 
Texas has captured the 
attention of consumers, 
lenders, real estate 
professionals and 
politicians. Many are 
wondering how we got 

in this predicament.  
he short answer is that Texas 

homeowners insurance is unique.  

The state's comprehensive 

homeowners policy, Homeowners-B 

(HO-B; see "Texas Homeowners Poli

cies"), offers Texans more protections 

than the standard national policy (HO-3) 

does. It also costs considerably more.  
Texas' homeowners insurance premiums 

have been the highest in the nation at 

least since the Insurance Information 

Institute began compiling comparative 

statistics in 1995 and probably longer.  

Recent insurance rate hikes on top of 

already high homeowners insurance 

premiums are putting a squeeze on 

homeowners and making it harder for 

some first-time homebuyers to qualify 

for mortgage loans. Ultimately, high 

homeowners insurance premiums may 

negate the competitive advantage Texas' 

affordable home prices offer.  
The difference between Wisconsin's 

average premium (the least expensive) 

and Texas' average premium was $621 in 

1998 (see "Homeowners Insurance 

Premiums - Highs and Lows"), meaning 

Texas' premiums were 340 percent more 

than Wisconsin's. With Texas insurers 

raising rates in 2002, that difference will 
become even more striking.  

April 2002

Why the Disparity? 
Why the difference in premiums? 

nsurance industry experts cite two 

reasons. Texas is at greater risk for 

catastrophic weather conditions. While 

some states are tornado hot spots and 

others have a seacoast vulnerable to 

hurricanes, Texas has both. Texas also 

has a large number of hail claims, which 

highlight a second reason homeowners 

insurance is pricier in the Lone Star state 

- Texas policies offer more coverage.  

The Texas HO-B policy is more 
generous on hail damage, slab foundation 

damage and water damage coverage than 

the standard policy used by the rest of 

the nation. The Texas HO-B policy also 
allows mold claims, which other states 

either do not allow or strictly limit.  

Water damage covered by the national
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HO-3 form is clearly defined and limited 

to "sudden and accidental" damage, such 

as that caused by a burst pipe.  

Although Texas' HO-B policy states, 
"We do not cover loss caused by . .. rust, 
rot, mold or other fungi," mold claims 

have been allowed in Texas because of a 

clause stating the policy covers ensuing 

losses resulting from covered water 

damage losses. The water damage can be 

gradual, such as that caused by a leak in a 

roof or a washing machine hose.  

In the wake of heightened media focus 

on mold, claims have increased dramati

cally. From Jan. 1, 2000, to the middle of 
June 2001, the number of mold claims 

per thousand insured in Texas increased 

sixfold, from 1.6 to 10.8 claims per 

thousand. Farmers Insurance Group 

officials stated that the company's mold

related Texas claims grew from 12 in 

1999 to about 8,000 in 2001.  
In response to the mold crisis, Insur

ance Commissioner Jos6 Montemayor 

amended the HO-B policy in November 

2001, retaining mold coverage under the 

ensuing loss provision, but limiting it to 

a sudden and accidental loss from an 

insured peril.
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Homeowners Insurance Premiums 
Highs and Lows 

Most Expensive States 
Average Premium 

Texas $879 

Louisiana $692 

Florida $650 
District of Columbia $633 
Alaska $595 

Least Expensive States 
Wisconsin $258 
Ohio $303 
Delaware $312 

Idaho $322 
Oregon $330 

National Average 
(50 states and District of Columbia) $481 

Source: "Average Premiums for Renters and Homeowners Insurance, 
By State, 1998" published by the Insurance Information Institute.  
These are the most current data available as of this writing. Average 
insurance premiums were obtained by dividing the total dollar 
amount of premiums by the total number of policies.

ontemayor allowed 
exclusion of the 

cost of testing, treating and 

disposing of mold beyond immediate 

damage, with the provision that home

owners could buy additional coverage for 

these expenses. The amended HO-B 

requires homeowners to report loss from 

water damage to their insurer within 30 

days from the time it is discovered or 

should have been discovered.  

Rate Inflation 
Because the modified HO-B offers less 

coverage for mold and water damage, 
consumers expected lower premiums.  

However, the Texas Department of 

Insurance has received numerous 

complaints from consumers who say 

their premiums have doubled. Mark 

Minchew, whose Austin real estate firm 

closes about 1,000 transactions a year, 
says he is seeing policy costs double, 
resulting in a noticeable increase in 

house payments.  

Insurers have raised premiums for a 

number of reasons, including losses 

resulting from mold claims. A less 

lucrative investment climate is another 

reason. To survive, insurance companies 
must have large cash reserves available 

to meet claims. Companies invest this 

cash, and in the '90s, they earned high 

returns on their investments. In 1998, for 

example, thanks to investment income of 

12 percent, insurance companies made a 

2 percent profit despite the fact that 

claims and other expenses exceeded 

premiums collected in the United States.  

But the past two years have been a 

different story. The Dow Jones Industrial 

Average dropped nearly 1,500 points 

from the end of 1999 to the end of 2001, 
and insurers had to rely more heavily on 

premiums for income.  R ob Schneider, attorney with the 

Consumers Union's southwest 

regional office, blames high Texas 

insurance premiums partly on the lack of 

rate regulation. In 1991, a rate regulation 

system was adopted for homeowners 

insurance that required companies to set 

rates within a range 30 percent above or 

below a benchmark rate or else obtain 

prior approval from the Texas Depart

ment of Insurance. However, a loophole 

exempted certain types of companies.  

Today nearly 95 percent of homeowners 

policies are sold through companies 

exempt from rate regulation.  

Rate regulation is not an ideal solu

tion. In a free market, competition 
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TEXAS PREMIUMS are 
higher than those in any 
other state because 
catastrophic weather events, 
such as tornados, hurricanes 
and hailstorms, are almost 
commonplace here, making 
homes riskier to insure.  
Texas policies also offer 
more extensive coverage 
than national policies.

regulates rates. P.J. Crowley, vice presi

dent of public affairs at the Insurance 

Information Institute, says lack of rate 

regulation is not the reason insurance is 

higher in Texas.  

"When major insurers are reluctant to 

write more business in a competitive 

market, more regulation is not going to 

solve the problem," Crowley says.  

It would instead lead to artificial rate 

caps without addressing the basic 

problem with the HO-B policy that is 

driving up costs, he says. "In a rate

regulated environment, companies 

would either write less coverage in Texas 

or, in a worst-case scenario, drop out of 

the market." 

Premiums and Housing 
Affordability 

The Texas Department of Housing anc 

Community Affairs (TDHCA) defines 
affordable housing as housing for which 

the homeowner is paying no more than 

30 percent of his or her gross income for 

all housing costs, including mortgage 

principal, mortgage interest, taxes, 
homeowners insurance and utilities.  

Sarah Anderson, director of the 

Housing Resource Center at TDHCA, 
says that insurance premiums are cer

tainly a factor in the affordability 
equation.  

April 2002

"I think a rise in homeowners insur

ance premiums may affect the afford

ability of homes in Texas," she says. "For 

low-income households, $50 more per 
month can mean the difference in whether 

or not they can afford a home." 

The table (next page) illustrates how 

doubling insurance premiums affects 

qualifying income and monthly payments 

for a home in one Texas community.  

It Pays to Do Your Homework 
Comparison shop. The Texas Department of Insurance website (http:// 

www.tdi.state.tx.us/apps/perlroot/ucphomerate/rghome.html) lists many 
licensed insurance companies by county, compares premiums and financial 
soundness ratings, and provides each company's complaint index and contact 
information.  

Know what you are buying. Some companies now are selling the modified 
version of the HO-B policy, and some are selling the "old" version (see Texas 

Policies). The modified HO-B limits mold coverage, but homeowners have the 
right to add additional mold coverage in increments at an additional cost.  

Some insurers have discontinued HO-B renewals or new HO-B policies and are 
selling an expanded HO-A instead. Homeowners switching to an HO-A form 
should be aware that the coverage might be considerably less. See "Texas 
Homeowners Policies." For a list of companies selling HO-B policies, see http:// 
www.tdi.state.tx.us/company/pccphob.html.  

Research discounts. Some companies offer discounts for deadlock bolts, hail
resistant roofs, burglar alarms or sprinkler systems. Ask about other discounts.  

Check out the company. New insurer in town? Call the Texas Department of 

Insurance (800-252-3439) to be sure it is licensed. If it is not, your property may 
not be protected.  
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Brick veneer home in Caldwell, Burleson County, in an urban area with good fire protection 

Value of Home $80,000 

Down payment $8,000 

Mortgage rate 7% 
Monthly Mortgage Payment $479.02 

Property Taxes* $2,256/year ($187.99/month) If premiums double: 

Insurance** $409/year ($34.08/month) $818/year ($68.16/month) 

House Payment $701.09 $735.17 

Annual income needed to qualify: $30,047*** $31,507 

*Based on the total of property taxes for a resident of Caldwell.  

**Based on State Farm Lloyds annual rates in Burleson County as of June 2001. State Farm Lloyds is the largest 
home insurer in the state. This rate includes $80,000 coverage on the house, $32,000 on its contents and a 1 
percent ($800) deductible.  

***Based on requirements for loans purchased on the secondary market by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac.

The insurance rate issue clearly is 

important to the Texas real estate 

industry. Finding affordable insurance is 

difficult. Minchew says his firm used to 
run into insurance-related problems 

about once a year. Now he is running 

into some type of insurance problem 

about once a week. Coupled with Texas' 

extraordinarily high property taxes, 
rapidly rising insurance premiums will 

make it more difficult for Texans to 

afford a home.

Dr. Dotzour (dotzour@tamu.edu) is chief 
economist and Bravenec (ebravenec@recenter.  

tamu.edu) is editorial assistant with the Real Estate 

Center at Texas A&M University.

HIGHER PREMIUMS may put homeownership out of reach of low-income Texans.

Forty-nine states and the District of Columbia use national 

homeowner's insurance policies identified as HO-1, HO-2 and 

so on. But true to its independent spirit, Texas created its own 

policies, which have historically covered more than the 

national policies and are lettered rather than numbered (HO-A, 
HO-B, HO-C).  

Homeowners A (HO-A). This policy covers only named perils 
- fire, lightning, wind, hail, explosions, aircraft and vehicles, 
vandalism, smoke, theft, riot and civil commotion.  

HO-A is an actual cash value policy. Homeowners are 

reimbursed for the replacement cost minus the deductible and 

depreciation (in other words, what the covered items are worth 

today). For a higher premium, some companies offer an up

graded HO-A policy with replacement cost coverage for the 

dwelling.  
Homeowners B (HO-B). This policy protects the house and 

other structures on the property against all perils except those 
specifically named. Covered perils include fire, lightning, hail, 
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falling objects, windstorms, explosions, vandalism, theft, 
freezing pipes and damage from out-of-control vehicles. It also 

covers accidental water damage and damage caused by a water 

leak under a slab foundation. Floods and earthquakes are among 

the perils not covered.  

The standard HO-B policy covers the replacement cost of the 
home only. Homeowners are reimbursed for the full cost of 

replacing the loss, minus the deductible. The actual cash value 

of personal property is covered for named perils only.  

Homeowners can add an endorsement to their HO-B policy 

that will cover the replacement cost of personal property.  

Beginning Jan. 1, 2003, only the modified version of the HO
B policy will be sold. The modified HO-B policy limits water 
damage losses and excludes testing, treating and disposing of 

mold, although additional coverage may be purchased.  

Homeowners C (HO-C). This policy is similar to HO-B but 
covers personal property for all perils. Because of its higher 

cost, fewer consumers purchase HO-C.  
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reenspan and the Federal 
Reserve just lowered inter
est rates again. The guy on 

TV said that lower rates would make 
houses more attractive to buyers. Why 

haven't mortgage rates gone down?" IM ORTGA 
Many real estate professionals and 
mortgage lenders have heard these 
comments from their clients in the past 
year. So, what is the answer? 

Alan Greenspan and the Federal 
Reserve (Fed) have no direct control over 
the interest rates on 15- and 30-year 
home mortgages. To understand the relationship between the 
Fed interest rate and mortgage interest rates, one must know 
the difference between short-term and long-term interest rates.  
The Fed has direct control over the short-term interest rate but 
not the long-term rate.  

The short-term interest rate is roughly defined as the 
interest rate charged on U.S. Treasury securities that mature 
from one day to six months later. The Long-term interest rate 
is broadly defined as the rate offered on U.S. Treasury securities 
that mature in ten to 30 years. Mortgage rates are largely 
determined by long-term interest rates, most commonly 
identified as the ten-year U.S. Treasury bond rate.  

But if Greenspan does not control mortgage rates, who does? 
The short answer is this: investors throughout the world who 
invest in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac bonds.  

Most homebuyers associate their mortgages with the banks 
or mortgage brokers that had them sign stacks of documents to 
get the loans. Many people are unaware that most of these loan 
originators sell the mortgage loans almost immediately to 
Fannie or Freddie.  

How do Fannie and Freddie get money to buy all of these 
loans? They may sound like government agencies, but in fact 
they are private corporations trying to make a profit. They 
obtain money by selling bonds to the worldwide investment 
community and use the proceeds to buy mortgages.  

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac use the principal and interest 
from the mortgages to pay principal and interest to their 
bondholders. So the interest rate on mortgages must be 
sufficient to entice investors to buy the bonds.  Bond investors determine the interest they will accept 

based on their perception of the future rate of inflation.  
If they invest $10,000 for 30 years at 7 percent and the 

inflation rate is 8 percent, they earn a lot of interest, but the 
prices of things they want to buy will have gone up faster.  
Consequently, the mortgage rate is always going to be higher 
than the expected rate of inflation. As of the date of this 
writing, the mortgage rate is about 7 percent and the inflation 
rate about 2 percent. Thus, banks must charge homebuyers 
roughly 7 percent interest on mortgage loans to generate high 
enough interest earnings so that Fannie and Freddie can attract 
bond buyers.  
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Seeing the "big picture" perspective 
on all of this requires an understanding of 
how banks make money. Banks encourage 
savers to deposit money in the bank and 
pay savers interest on the deposits. Banks 

TE RATES invest the money at an interest rate 
higher than the rate they pay depositors.  
One way banks invest the money and 

D ST O Iearn a higher interest rate is by making U Z personal loans to individuals for cars or 

boats. Banks make business loans as well.  
Banks also have a third option 

investing their money in U.S. Govern
ment Treasury notes. If they can pay the depositor 2 percent 
and invest in U.S. Treasury notes at 2.4 percent, they make a 
profit with no risk. At any given time, a typical bank will not 
only be making personal and business loans but will also own a 
significant amount of short-term U.S. Treasury bills.  

As mentioned previously, the Fed controls the short-term 
interest rate known as the Fed Funds rate, or the "overnight 
borrowing rate." This is the rate that banks charge each other 
to borrow money for one day. The Fed raises this rate by 
withdrawing cash from the banking system. Conversely, it 
lowers the rate by adding cash to the banking system. It does so 
by buying Treasury securities from member banks. This puts 
cash in the banks that must be reinvested to earn interest.  W hen local banks make new loans, cash is infused into 

the economy. Generally, when interest rates get low 
enough, businesses borrow more money to purchase 

new equipment and facilities. Low interest rates also spur 
consumers to buy cars and boats. So when the Fed lowers the 
short-term interest rate, it usually does so to stimulate buying.  

The Fed does not directly control the long-term market that 
determines real estate mortgage rates, so does the Fed have any 
influence on mortgage rates at all? The answer is yes. Remem
ber, mortgage rates are determined by rates on ten-year 
Treasury bonds. These long-term rates are determined largely 
by the investment community's perception of future inflation.  

If investors feel that the U.S. economy is slow, then inflation 
is likely to be low. Wage rates and the prices of industrial 
commodities are unlikely to rise rapidly. Businesses are 
unlikely to raise the prices of their products. In such a scenario, 
long-term interest rates are low, and consequently mortgage 
interest rates are low.  

Today the economy is slowing. Companies are laying off 
people, so wage rates are unlikely to rise rapidly. Sales are 
slowing, so businesses are unlikely to raise the prices of their 
products rapidly in the near future. Investors perceive the 
threat of future inflation to be low, so they are buying Fannie 
Mae and Freddie Mac bonds at low interest rates. As a result, 
consumers see lower mortgage interest rates. 4 

Dr. Dotzour (dotzour@tamu.edu) is chief economist with the Real Estate 
Center at Texas A&M University.
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GOODBY E ESTAT E TAx, 
HELLO CAPITAL GAINS...  

SY JERROLD J. STERN

he Economic Growth and 
Tax Relief Reconciliation 

Act of 2001 provides for a 
reduction in the estate tax 

followed by its complete elimination.  

The elimination of the estate tax has 

both costs and benefits for real estate 

heirs.  

A major benefit is that starting in 
2010 assets, such as real estate proper
ties, will no longer be taxed as they pass 

from one generation to the next.  

However, a new cost will emerge 

capital gains taxes will be payable on 

appreciated properties when they are 

sold by heirs, and also may be 

payable on highly leveraged real OL 
estate when it is transferred to 

heirs. $8 
The phaseout begins in 2002. $8 

The highest estate and gift tax 8 

rates slowly drop from 55 

percent to 45 percent by 

2007. The minimum size of 

an estate subject to the estate tax rises 

from $675,000 to $1 million in 2002, 
and continues to rise gradually until it 

reaches $3.5 million in 2009. The estate 

tax is eliminated in 2010. The gift tax 

will remain in the law.  

S TEP-UP IN TAX BASIS 
UNDER NEW LAW 

An important component of the 

estate tax for beneficiaries receiving real 

estate is the tax basis of the property.  

Generally, gain or loss on the sale of 

property is equal to the sales price less 

the tax basis of the property. Under 

existing law, property received from a 
decedent's estate generally has a 
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"stepped-up" basis, meaning the basis is 

equal to the fair market value on the 

date of the decedent's death (or an 
alternate date if elected) rather than the 

decedent's tax basis. The decedent's 

adjusted basis would typically be the 

original cost increased by improve

ments and decreased by tax depreciation.  

The step-up enables the beneficiary 

to avoid capital gains tax on any 

appreciation on the property that 

occurred prior to the decedent's death.  

In addition, it permits the estate to 
avoid capital gains tax when appreci

ated property is distributed to an heir.  

D TAX LAW NEW

,000,000 
,000,000 

,000,000

Estate tax value 

Heir sells property immediately 

Heir's tax basis

$0 Heir's capital gain $5 

C ARRYOVER TAX OASIS 
UNDER NEW LAW 

Starting in 2010, inherited real estate 

will have a tax basis equal to the lesser 

of the decedent's adjusted basis or the 

fair market value on the date of death.  

Thus, for appreciated properties, the 

decedent's adjusted basis will "carry 

over" to the heir.  

For example, assume a decedent 

owned real estate valued at $8 million 

with an adjusted basis of $3 million.  

Prior to 2010, the basis is stepped-up to 

$8 million fair market value. An estate 

tax might be payable on the $8 million 
value, but the estate would pay no

capital gains taxes. When the heir sells 

the property, capital gains taxes would 
be owed only on appreciation in excess 

of $8 million.  
Starting in 2010, the heir would pay 

capital gains tax on $5 million ($8 
million sale price minus the $3 million 

carryover basis), as shown in the 

example. No estate tax would be owed.  

I IMPACT ON HIGHLY 
LEVERAGED PROPERTIES 

Beginning in 2010, estates owning 

highly leveraged real estate with a low 
tax basis would have to pay capital 
gains tax at the time the property is 

transferred to the beneficiary. The 

estate is viewed as having sold the 
property, because of the heir's assump

tion of the liability. The estate realizes a 

gain to the extent that the liability 

exceeds the estate's tax basis in the 

property.  

Assume the same facts as in the above 

example. In addition, assume the 

property is subject to a 

non-recourse mortgage of

TAX LAW

Not taxable 

$8,000,000 

3,000,000

$7 million. Prior to 2010, 
an estate tax might be 

payable on the $1 million 
net value ($8 million minus 

$7 million), but no capital

,000,000 gains taxes would be owed by 
the estate. When the heir sells 

the property, capital gains taxes 

would be payable only on appreciation 
above $8 million. Starting in 2010, 
however, the estate would pay capital 

gains tax on $4 million ($7 million debt 
over $3 million basis). The heir's basis 

would become $7 million and the heir 

would have to pay capital gains tax on 
any future sale price above $7 million.  

Tax rules and computations under the 
new estate tax are complex. Consulta

tion with an accountant, attorney or real 

estate professional is recommended. 4 

Dr. Stern (stern @Indiana.edu) is a research 

fellow with the Real Estate Center at Texas A&M 

University and a professor of accounting in the 
Kelley School of Business at Indiana University.
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Dramatic changes occurred in the oil and gas industry in 
2001. High prices at the beginning of the year spurred 

drilling exploration to levels not seen since the '80s.  

However, low prices at year's end caused drilling activities to 

practically cease.  

During the year, Texas appellate courts decided three 

important cases affecting royalty owners. Mineral owners 

should be aware of these decisions and use them in future lease 

negotitions.  

Production in Paying Quantities 
The first case dealt with measuring production in paying 

quantities during the secondary term of an oil and gas lease 

(Ridenour v. Herrington, 47 SW3d 117, Waco Court of Appeals, 
4/25/01).  

Oil and gas leases are divided into two terms, primary and 

secondary. The length of the primary term- is negotiable and 

generally lasts three to five years. Oil companies must be 

drilling or have established production at the end of the 

primary term to enter the secondary term; otherwise, the lease 

terminates.  

If the lease enters the secondary term, its duration depends 

on one of two standards given in the lease. Older leases use the 

production standard "for so long as production continues"; 

newer ones use the operations standard "fir so long as opera

tions continue." The difference is explained later.  

Leases based on the production standard created confusion.  

It was unclear exactly how much production was necessary.  

Would one barrel of oil produced annually suffice? 

In response, Texas courts held that the word production 

meant production in paying quantities (Clifton v. Koontz, 325 

SW2d 684). A lease cannot be held by little or no production 

for purely speculative purposes (Garcia v. King, 164 SW2d 
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509). Likewise, when the lease does not specify the period over 

which the production in paying quantities is measured, the 

courts use a reasonable time that varies with the circumstances 

in each case. Texas courts say a minimum of six and a maxi

mum of 17 months is reasonable.  

After examining a series of cases, Texas courts developed a 

two-part test for determining production in paying quantities.  

The first part is mathematical. known as the profitability test.  

The second is the prudent-operator test; it basically examines 

the operator's intent when the well fails the profitability test.  

The profitability test entails deducting certain charges and 

expenses from the gross revenue. If more than one well is 

located on the lease, the test applies to the gross revenue of all 

wells, not to each individual well. The exact deductions are 

detailed in Center report 601, "Termination of an Oil and Gas 

Lease." 

If the well or wells fail the profitability test, the lease does 

not terminate automatically. The court must then determine 

whether a reasonably prudent operator would continue to 

operate the lease to make a profit. If the court finds the motive 

to be speculative, the lease terminates.  

nce the Texas courts developed parameters for the 

production in paying quantities test, many oil compa

nies switched to the newer operations standard. This 

standard nullifies the production in paying quantities test by 

defining operations as any endeavor to produce oil and gas, 
whether or not in paying quantities.  

The Ridenour case involved a lease written on the produc

tion standard. The lease stipulated that the profitability test 

would be measured over a 60-day period during the secondary 

term. The oil company went 60 days without any production 

and the mineral owner filed suit to terminate the lease. The oil 

company argued a reasonably prudent operator would have 
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continued to operate the lease under the circumstances to 
make a profit. The trial court granted the mineral owner 
summary judgment, and the oil company appealed.  

The appellate court affirmed the summary judgment for the 
mineral owner, stating that the prudent-operator test applies 
only when there is some production during the measuring 
period for profitability. Here there was none.  

Evaluating Production The second case dealt with the complex problem of 
evaluating gas production for royalty payments 
(Yzaguirre v. KCS Resources, Inc., Dallas Court of 

Appeals, 47 SW3rd 532, 6/27/01). Royalty, as used in the oil 
and gas industry, means the fraction of production reserved by 
the mineral owner (lessor) in the lease. The reserved fraction 
must be converted into monetary units before royalties can be 
tendered. The industry uses two standards to make this 
conversion for gas: market price (market value) and amount 
realized (or proceeds).  

The terms market price and market value are used inter
changeably by Texas courts when referring to gas royalties. The

MINERAL OWNERS SHOULD NEGOTIATE a minimum royalty provision, 
regardless of whether the lease is based on the operation or production standard.

terms mean the price generated by sales comparable in time, 
quality, quantity and availability of marketing outlets (Texas 
Oil and Gas Corp. v. Vela, 429 SW2d 866, [Tex. 1966]).  

The terms amount realized and proceeds are likewise 
synonymous when referring to gas royalties. The terms mean 
the revenue the operator receives from the sale of the gas 
regardless of what the market value or price may be.  

Evaluation of gas royalties based on amount realized or 
proceeds originated because of how gas was initially marketed 
and sold. To ensure long-term demand for the gas, producers 
entered long-term contracts. The contracts guaranteed the 
purchaser a supply of gas at a set price for a given period.  
During this period, the market price or value of gas might 
fluctuate, but the contract price (or proceeds) used to evaluate 
gas remained constant.  

Over time, oil companies became so accustomed to using the 
amount realized for gas royalties that they failed to notice 
when the lease called for market price. This occurred in the 
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Vela case cited earlier. The producer was selling gas under a 
traditional long-term contract and paying royalties based on 
the contract price (amount realized). The lease, however, 
required the gas royalties to be based on market price. In this 
instance, the market price far exceeded the contract price.  

When the royalty owners discovered the discrepancy, they 
successfully sued the producer. The court concluded that the 
price paid under a gas contract was not the same as the market 
price provided for in the lease; they are entirely different 
standards.  

The Yzaguirre case decided last year is similar to the Vela 
case. The lease required the royalties to be based on market 
value, but the lessee mistakenly paid royalties based on the 
amount realized. The contract price for gas, in this instance, far 
exceeded the market value. When the lessee recognized the 
mistake, it revoked the division orders and switched to 
evaluating royalties based on market price. The royalty owners 
sued because the division orders they signed called for royalties 
based on the amount realized. The case eventually reached the 
Texas Supreme Court, which ruled in favor of the oil company.  

The high court focused on the impact of division orders
containing contradictory provisions to the 
lease. Division orders are contracts signed both 

by the lessee and the lessors. They provide a 
means for distributing royalties by authorizing 
and directing to whom and in what proportion 
to distribute funds from the sale of production.  
Division orders, while in effect, temporarily 
rewrite or supplant contradictory lease 

provisions. Division orders are freely revocable 
at any time. Once revoked, the lease provisions 

again control (Exxon Corp. v. Middleton, 613 
SW2d 240 [Tex.1981]).  

The oil company was justified in making gas 
royalty payments based on market price once 
the division orders were revoked.  

Cost-Free Royalties 
The third case dealt with the improper 

deductions of costs and expenses from the 
lessor's royalty payments (Wagner & Brown, 
Ltd. v. Horwood, 58 SW3rd 732, [Tex. 2001).  
The case clarifies a confusing issue.  

A royalty (or royalty interest) is sometimes
referred to as being "cost free." Some royalty owners mistak
enly believe this means that no costs or expenses can be 
deducted from the royalty payment. Texas courts, however, 
construe this to mean that royalty payments are free of all 
preproduction costs, such as exploration, development and 
production needed to bring the oil or gas out of the ground.  

Once out of the ground, though, the royalty bears some, if 
not all, of its proportionate share of postproduction costs 
incurred to make the oil and gas marketable and move it to 
market. This includes treating, transporting, dehydrating, 
processing, compressing, separating and scrubbing costs. The 
size of the royalty negotiated in the lease establishes the 
royalty owner's proportionate share of these costs and ex
penses. For example, if the lease royalty is one-sixth, the 
royalty payment bears one-sixth of the postproduction costs.  

It is difficult to categorically state that all postproduction 
costs will be shared. The deductions depend on the lease terms 
and the circumstances surrounding each expense. However, 
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most Texas leases place the royalty payment "at the well or 

wellhead." This generally means all costs incurred subsequent 

to production will be shared (Heritage Resources Inc. v.  

NationsBank, 939 SW2d 118 [Tex. 1996]). Any clause negoti
ated to negate this rule is unenforceable (fudice v. Newbourne 

Oil Co., 939 SW2d 133, [Tex. 1996]).  
In the Horwood case decided in 2001, the lessee deducted 

postproduction gathering and compression charges but did so 

in excess of the royalty owner's proportionate share. The

is complex. Negotiating a clause that protects the royalty 
owner in every situation is nearly impossible. Mineral owners 
may require that gas royalties be based on the higher of market 
price or proceeds but never less than the amount the lessee 

receives from the gas sale.  

Third, freeing the royalty from postproduction costs is 

difficult because of the Heritage and Judice cases, which hold 

that any clause in the lease attempting to free the royalty of 

these costs and expenses is unenforceable when the royalty is
royalty owners suspected the 

overcharging occurred as early as 

1982 when they hired an indepen

dent investigator. The investigator 

concluded the lessee was, in fact, 
overcharging, but the royalty 

owners did not file suit until 1996.  

The lessee argued that the four

year statute of limitations expired.  

The royalty owners did not file 

suit within four years of the time 

they discovered or, by exercising 

reasonable diligence, should have 

discovered the unauthorized 

deductions. Eventually, the Texas 

Supreme Court was asked to 

decide if the overcharges could have 

1992.

Negotiating a 
clause that protects 

royalty owners in 

every situation is 

nearly impossible.

been discovered prior to

The high court concluded that royalty owners hav 

obligation to exercise reasonable diligence in protect 

interests .. . and determining whether charges made 

payments are proper and reasonable." The court cite 

91.504 and 91.505 of the Texas Natural Resources 

Code as a mechanism for discovering overcharges.  

These sections require the person making the 

royalty payments to explain any deductions or 

adjustments not explained on the check attach

ments. The payor must respond within 30 days 

after receiving a request (60 days after September 

1, 2002) by certified mail. If the person fails to 
respond, the royalty owner may file a civil suit to 
compel the information and recover reasonable 

court costs and attorney's fees.  

The Texas Supreme Court found the unautho

rized deductions could have been discovered 

before 1992 and sent the case back to the appel

late court for further proceedings.  

Lessons to be Learned Mineral owners should learn from these 

cases and consider the following in 

future lease negotiations.  

First, negotiate a minimum royalty provision in 

the lease regardless of whether the lease is based 

on the production or operation standard. Any 

year during the secondary term of the lease that 

royalties do not equal or exceed the specified 

amount per acre, the lessee must pay the differ

ence or the lease terminates. The size of the 

minimum royalty depends on the lessor's negoti

ating power.  

Second, it is difficult to address evaluating gas 

royalties in the lease because the marketing of gas 

April 2002

set at the well or wellhead. One 

solution would be to permit the 

deductions of postproduction 
costs but require the lessee to 

reimburse them with each royalty 

payment. Another possible 

solution is to free the royalty 
from postproduction costs but 
provide that the royalties will be 

set at the place of sale, not at the 

well or wellhead.  

Finally, mineral owners should 

be aware of Sections 91.504 and 
91.505 of the Texas Natural 

Resources Code. Whenever the 

royalty owner is uncertain or
suspect about a deduction from the royalty, send an inquiry to 
the payor for clarification. Hesitating may allow the statute of 
limitations to expire. *

Fambrough (judon@recenter.tamu.edu) is a member of the State Bar of Texas against 
d Sections and a lawyer with the Real Estate Center at Texas A&M University.  

ANY CLAUSE in the 
lease attempting to 
free the royalty of 
postproduction 
costs and expenses 
is unenforceable 
when the royalty is 
set at the well or 
wellhead.
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FORECLOSURE 

FACTS 
AND 

FICTIONS 
ByJudon Fambrough 

With foreclosures on the rise, 
now might be a good time to 

test your knowledge of current 
Texas mortgage foreclosure 

laws. Laws governing tax 
foreclosures and property 

owner association foreclosures 
sometimes differ and are not 

included in the quiz.

111 

LI

April 2002

In a lending arrangement, the mortgagee is the borrower and the 
lender is the mortgagor. Fact or fiction? 
Fiction. The lender is the mortgagee; the borrower is the mortgagor.  

In Texas, the homeowner who loses the home in foreclosure has 
the right to redeem the home for two years following the sale.  
Fact or Fiction? 
Fiction. In Texas, there is no right of redemption following a mortgage 
foreclosure sale. Tax and property owner association foreclosures do include 
a right of redemption.  

Texas law requires that a home be sold for fair market value at a 
foreclosure sale. Fact or Fiction? 
Fiction. Texas law requires the foreclosing lender to follow strict guidelines 
to obtain the highest possible price at the sale but does not require that the 
home sell for fair market value. Failure to obtain fair market value impacts 
deficiency judgments.  

Before the promissory note may be accelerated prior to foreclo
sure, the lender must give the homeowner 21 days to cure the 
payments in arrears. Fact or Fiction? 
Fiction. The lender can accelerate the note after giving the homeowner 20 
days (not 21) to cure the amount in default.  

Foreclosure sales can take place only on 12 days during a year.  
Fact or Fiction? 
Fact. Foreclosure sales may occur only on the first Tuesday of the month.  
There are 12 "first Tuesdays" during the year.  

A homeowner may avoid foreclosure by transferring the deed to 
the lender. This is known as a deed in lieu of foreclosure. The 
lender's consent is needed to implement the process. Fact or 
Fiction? 
Fact. The lender's consent is required for a deed in lieu of foreclosure. This 
relates to Texas law regarding the transfer of title. For a deed to transfer title, 
five things are required: 

" The deed must be in writing.  
" The grantee must be named in the deed.  
" The grantor must sign.  
" The deed must contain a legal description of the property.  
" The deed must be delivered to and accepted by the grantee. A deed 

recorded by the grantor is presumed to never have been delivered and 
accepted.  

The lender has four years to sue for a deficiency judgment if the 
foreclosure fails to generate sufficient revenue to cover the 
unpaid balance of the promissory note and associated costs of the 
sale. Fact or Fiction? 
Fiction. The lender has two years to sue for a deficiency judgment, not four.  
The rule was changed from four years to two during the 1980s.  

If the lender sues for a deficiency judgment, the price the home 
sells for at the foreclosure sale conclusively sets the fair market 
value of the property. Fact or Fiction? 
Fiction. The homeowner can introduce evidence of fair market value of a 
home when the lender sues for a deficiency judgment.  

The lender cannot collect installment payments that are delin
quent more than four years. Fact or Fiction? 
Fact. The statute of limitations for foreclosure is four years. Collection of 
payments delinquent more than four years is barred.  

If an irregularity occurs in the foreclosure process, the home
owner may sue for damages or have the sale rescinded (can
celled), depending on the circumstances. Fact of Fiction? 
Fact. However, if the property has been sold to a third party who has no 
knowledge of the irregularity, the only remedy available to the homeowner is 
damages.4 
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-4 - But that doesn't keep the Real Estate Center from trying. The Center 
sponsors an annual examination of the state's evolving rural land scene.  
New trends, developments and emerging issues are discussed.  

1 2 th Annual Outlook for Texas Rural Land Markets 
May 3, 2002 

George Bush Presidential Conference Center 
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 

Texas Commissioner of Agriculture Susan Combs leads a stellar line-up of 
presenters from academia, agriculture and the private sector. Speakers are:

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

" 

" 

" 

"

Dr. R. Malcolm Richards, Center director 

Dr. Mark Dotzour, Center chief economist 

Dr. Abner Womack, director, Agricultural Food Policy Center 
Thomas R. Kelsey, Houston attorney 

Roman Popadiuk, executive director, The George Bush Presidential 

Library Foundation 

Dr. Steve Murdock, state demographer 

Dr. Dennis Laravia, professor, Texas A&M College of Medicine 
Judon Fambrough, Center attorney at law 

Dr. Charles E. Gilliland, Center research economist

Representatives from the American Society of Farm Managers and Mark 
Rural Appraisers and the Land Market Committee of the Realtors Your 
Land Institute will join in the discussion. Your 

Speakers will cover the state's economy, agricultural policy and Calendar 
challenges, conservation easements, managing institutional real 1 6 , Annual 
estate, population changes, rural health care and emerging legal Legal Seminar 
issues. on Ad Valorem 
Advance registration is required. For more information, go to 
http://recenter.tamnu.edu/pdf/RLandOutlook.pdf or call , Taxation 
Margaret Benedict at 979-845-9691 (m-benedict@tamu.edu). Aug. 28-30, 2002 

Cost is $120 per person until April 26 and $140 thereafter. Myatt Regency Riverwalk 
Parking and lunch are included. San Antonio
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